The Environmental Queer & Trans Affinity Group presents

(not so) Stupid Queeries

What should I do when someone comes out to me?

Is the word “queer” offensive?

How can humans be asexual?

Why are people gay?

How many genders are there?

What’s the difference between being bisexual and pansexual?

LGBTQIA2PQA WTF?

submit your questions:
bit.ly/SAFSqueeries

If you’ve got questions about LGBTQIA2+ communities, identities, and terminology, look no further than the 3rd annual (not so) Stupid Queeries Forum! A panel of Real Queers™ will answer anonymous community questions—no matter how ignorant, offensive, or embarrassing to ask!

Tuesday, May 21, at 1pm on Zoom
https://washington.zoom.us/j/95833478627

For questions or more information about the event, contact Michael Martínez at mcfm@uw.edu